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A) The speed and the time taken are given. Find the distance covered.
1) Speed = 3 mph, Time = 5 hours

Distance =

2) Speed = 63 mph, Time = 19 hours

Distance =

3) Speed = 5 mph, Time = 6 hours

4) Speed = 124 mph, Time = 8 hours
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B) 1) If one travels at a speed of 16 mph, what is the distance covered in 2 hours?

a) 16 miles
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d) 32 miles

2) How much distance can you cover in 21 hours when you travel a speed of 28 mph?
www.mathworksheets4kids.com

a) 88 miles

b) 858 miles

c) 588 miles

d) 580 miles

C) Find the distance using the speed and time, and complete the table.
13 hours

Time
Speed

7 mph

Distance
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54 mph

101 mph
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Answer Key
L1S3

Distance

A) The speed and the time taken are given. Find the distance covered.
1) Speed = 3 mph, Time = 5 hours

Distance =

15 miles

2) Speed = 63 mph, Time = 19 hours

Distance =

3) Speed = 5 mph, Time = 6 hours

1,197 miles

4) Speed = 124 mph, Time = 8 hours

PREVIEW

Distance =

Gain complete access to the largest
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collection of worksheets in all subjects!

30 miles

992 miles

B) 1) If one travels at a speed of 16 mph, what is the distance covered in 2 hours?

a) 16 miles
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d) 32 miles

2) How much distance can you cover in 21 hours when you travel a speed of 28 mph?
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a) 88 miles

b) 858 miles

c) 588 miles

d) 580 miles

C) Find the distance using the speed and time, and complete the table.
13 hours

Time
Speed

7 mph

54 mph

101 mph

Distance

91 miles

702 miles

1,313 miles
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